Learning-based control aims to construct models of a system to use for planning or trajectory optimization, e.g. in model-based reinforcement learning. In order to obtain guarantees of safety in this context, uncertainty must be accurately quantified. This uncertainty may come from errors in learning (due to a lack of data, for example), or may be inherent to the system. Propagating uncertainty in learned dynamics models is a difficult problem. Common approaches rely on restrictive assumptions of how distributions are parameterized or propagated in time. In contrast, in this work we propose using deep learning to obtain expressive and flexible models of how these distributions behave, which we then use for nonlinear Model Predictive Control (MPC). First, we introduce a deep quantile regression framework for control which enforces probabilistic quantile bounds and quantifies epistemic uncertainty. Next, using our method we explore three different approaches for learning tubes which contain the possible trajectories of the system, and demonstrate how to use each of them in a Tube MPC scheme. Furthermore, we prove these schemes are recursively feasible and satisfy constraints with a desired margin of probability. Finally, we present experiments in simulation on a nonlinear quadrotor system, demonstrating the practical efficacy of these ideas.
I. INTRODUCTION
In controls and planning, the idea of adapting to unknown systems and environments is appealing; however, guaranteeing safety and feasibility in the midst of this adaptation is of paramount concern. The goal of robust MPC is to take into account uncertainty while planning, whether it be from modeling errors, unmodeled disturbances, or randomness within the system itself [2] . In addition to safety, other considerations such as optimality, real-time tractability, scalability to high dimensional systems, and hard state and control constraints make the problem more difficult. In spite of these difficulties, learning-based robust MPC continues to recieve much attention [17, 48, 37, 18, 14, 35, 34, 1, 5] . However, in an effort to satisfy the many competing design requirements in this space, certain restrictive assumptions are often made, which include predetermined error bounds, restricted classes of dynamics models, or fixed parameterizations of the uncertainty.
Consider the following nonlinear dynamics equation which describes a real system:
where x ∈ X ⊆ R n is the state, u ∈ U ⊆ R m are controls, and d ∈ R n is noise or disturbance. When attempting to find a model f θ (x t ,u t ) paramerized by θ to approximate f , there will be error which results from insufficient data, lack of knowledge of d t , or unknown or unobserved higher-dimensional dynamics which render x t as insufficient to represent the Markov property of the system. One traditional approach has been to find robust bounds on the model error and plan using this robust model:
x t+1 = f θ (x t ,u t )+w t (2) |w t | ≤ W However, since W provides an upper bound for all x, u, and t, this approach can be too conservative [1, 41] . To address this one could extend W to be time and state-varying, i.e. W = W (x t ,u t ,t), as is commonly done in the robust MPC and control literature. For example, [30] takes this approach for feedback linearizable systems using boundary layer control, [43] leverages contraction theory and sum-of-squares optimization to find stabilizing controllers for nonlinear systems under uncertainty, and [47] solves for forward invariant tubes using min-max differential inequalities (See [24] for a recent overview of other related approaches). In contrast, in this work we aim to learn this uncertainty directly from data, which allows us to avoid structural assumptions of the system of interest or restrictive parameterizations of uncertainty.
More closely related to our approach is the wide range of recent work in learning-based planning and control which seeks to handle model uncertainty probabilistically, where a model is constructed from one-step prediction measurements, and it is assumed that the true underlying distribution of the function is Gaussian [10, 19, 8, 29, 3] :
P (x t+1 |x t ,u t ) = N (µ(x t ,u t ),σ(x t ,u t )).
where the mean function µ : X×U → X and variance function σ : X × U → X 2 capture the uncertainty of the dynamics arXiv:2002.01587v1 [cs.RO] 5 Feb 2020
for one time step. This distribution is often then used to determine chance constraints, e.g. to guarantee safety of a planned trajectory with some given threshold of probability. The main problem with this approach is the one-step nature of this model, whereas for trajectory optimization we wish to propagate the distribution over multiple timesteps. Consider the two-timestep propagation:
The two-timestep distribution will no longer be Gaussian, and marginalizing over the intermediate state x t+1 is intractable. The distribution may also be multi-modal, and as the number of timesteps grows, the situation will grow worse. Various approaches for approximating this posterior distribution have been developed [15, 13] . For example, in PILCO and related work [19] , moment matching of the posterior distribution is performed to find an analytic expression for the evolution of the mean and the covariance in time. However, in order to arrive at these analytic expressions, assumptions must be made which lower the descriptive power for the model to capture the true underlying distribution. Furthermore, conservative estimates of the variance of the distribution will grow in an unbounded manner as the number of timesteps increases [25] . The result is that any chance constraints derived from these approximate models may be inaccurate (see Figure 2 ). Fig. 2 . Comparison of 3-σ bounds on distributions of trajectories using GP moment matching (violet, blue) and the proposed quantile regression method (green, green dotted). 100 sampled trajectories are shown (cyan) along with starting and ending distributions (left and right histograms). Top: GP moment matching overestimates the distribution for the dynamicsẋ = −x|x|, while our method models it well. Bottom: GP moment matching underestimates the distribution for the dynamicsẋ = −sin(4x), while our method captures the tails of the distribution.
An alternative approach to Bayesian modeling for robust MPC has been to use quantile bounds to bound the tails of the distribution. This has the advantage that for planning in safetycritical contexts, we are generally not concerned with the full distribution of the trajectories, but the tails of these distributions only; specifically, we are interested in the probability of the tail of the distribution violating a safe set. A few recent works have taken this approach in the context of MPC; for example, [4] computes back-off sets with Gaussian Processes, and [5] uses an adaptive control approach to parameterize quantile bounds.
We are specifically interested in the idea of learning quantile bounds using the expressive power of deep neural networks. Quantile bounds give an explicit probability of violation at each timestep and allow for quantifying uncertainty which can be non-Gaussian, skewed, asymmetric, multimodal, and heteroskedastic [45] . Quantile regression itself is a well-studied field with the first results from [22] , see also [23, 46] . Quantile regression in deep learning has been also recently considered as a general statistical modeling tool [38, 53, 40, 50, 45] . Bayesian quantile regression has also been studied [26, 51] . Recently quantile regression has gained popularity as a modeling tool within the reinforcement community [7] . Indeed, our approach can be considered as a model-based reinforcement learning method where dynamics are learned from data, which is then used for planning.
In this work we combine learned time-varying quantile bounds with tube MPC. Tube MPC [27, 32] was introduced as a way to address some of the shortcomings of classic robust MPC; specifically that robust MPC relied on optimizing over an open-loop control sequence, which does not predict the closedloop behavior well. Instead, tube MPC seeks to optimize over a local policy which generates some closed-loop behavior, which has advantages of robust constraint satisfaction, computational efficiency, and better performance. As we will show, our use of tube MPC allows us to handle high dimensional systems, as well as makes the learning problem more efficient, tractable, and reliable. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to combine deep quantile regression with tube-based MPC, and indeed any learning-based robust MPC method.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section II we present our approach for learning tubes, which includes deep quantile regression, enforcing a monotonicity condition with a negative divergence loss function, and quantifying epistemic uncertainty. In Section III we present three different learning tube MPC schemes which take advantage of our method. In Section IV we show results on a quadrotor system in simulation and conclude in Section V.
II. DEEP LEARNING TUBES

A. Learning Tubes For Robust and Tube MPC
We propose learning time-varying invariant sets as a way to address the difficulties with propagating uncertainty for safety critical control, as well as to characterize the performance of a learned model or tracking controller. For the sake of exposition we first constrain ourselves to the following quantile description of the dynamics:
where z ∈ Z ⊆ R nz is a latent state of equal or lower dimension than x, i.e. n z ≤ n, and v ∈ V ⊆ R mz is a pseudo-control input, also of equal or lower dimension than u, i.e. m z ≤ m. In the simplest case, we can fix v t = u t and/or z t = x t . Also, ω ∈ R nz is a vector which we call the tube width, with each element of ω > 0.
This defines a "tube" around the trajectory of z within which x will stay close to z with probability greater than α ∈ [0,1]. More formally, we can define the notion of closeness between some x and z by, for example, the distance between z and the the projection of x onto Z:
where P Z is a projection operator. Let Ω ω (z) ⊂ X be a set in X associated with the tube width ω and z:
where the ≤ is element-wise. Other tube parameterizations are possible, for example Ω ω (z) := {x ∈ X :
where ω ∈ R nz×nz instead.
The coupled system (5) induces a sequence of sets {Ω ωt (z t )} T t=0 which form a tube around z t . Our goal is to learn how this tube changes over time in order to use it for planning safe trajectories ( Figure 3 ). 
B. Quantile Regression
Our challenge is to learn the tube dynamics f ω . Given data collected as trajectories D = {x t ,u t ,x t+1 ,z t ,v t ,z t+1 ,t} T t=0 , we can formulate the learning problem for f ω as follows.
Let f ω be parameterized with a neural network, f θ ω . For a given t and data point {x t ,u t ,x t+1 ,z t ,v t ,z t+1 ,t}, let ω t = d(x t ,z t ) be the input tube width to f ω , and ω t+1 = d(x t+1 ,z t+1 ) the candidate output tube width. The candidate tube width at t+1 must be less than the estimate of the tube width at t+1,
To train the network f θ ω to respect these bounds we can use the following check loss function:
where the the loss is a function of each data sample δ = {ω t+1 ,ω t ,z t ,v t ,t}. With the assumption of i.i.d. sampled data, when L α ω (θ,δ) is minimized the quantile bound will be satisfied, (see Figure 4 and Theorem II.1). In practice we can smooth this loss function near the inflection point y = r with a slight modification, by multiplying L α ω with a Huber loss [20, 7] . Fig. 4 . Learning tube dynamics from data. Left: The predicted tube at t+1 is too small. The gradient of the loss function will increase its size. Middle:
The predicted tube at t+1 is larger than the actual trajectory in x taken, and will be shrunk. Right: The mapping fω(ω,zt,vt,t) is monotonic with respect to ω, which results in
With a slight abuse of notation, let x denote the input variable to the loss function, and consider the expected loss E x [L α (y(x),r(x))]. We find the minimum of this loss w.r.t. r by setting the gradient to 0:
Note that quantile regression gives us tools for learning tube dynamics f ω (ω, z, v, t, α) which are a function of the quantile probability α as well. This opens the possibility to dynamically varying the margin of safety while planning, taking into account acceptable risks or value at risk [11] . For example, in planning a trajectory, one could choose a higher α for the near-term and lower α in the later parts of the trajectory, reducing the conversativeness of the solution.
C. Enforcing Monotonicity
In addition to the quantile loss we also introduce an approach to enforce monotonicity of the tube with respect to the tube width (Figure 4 , right). This is important for ensuring recursive feasibility of the MPC problem, as well as allowing us to shrink the tube width during MPC at each timestep if we obtain measurement updates of the current state, or, in the context of state estimation, an update to the covariance of the estimate of the current state. Enforcing monotonicity in neural networks has been studied with a variety of techniques [42, 52] . Here we adopt the approach of using a loss function which penalizes the network for having negative divergence, similar to [16] :
where
is the divergence of f ω with respect to ω. In practice we find that under gradient-based optimization, this loss decreases to 0 in the first epoch and does not noticeably affect the minimization of the quantile loss. Minimizing L m (θ,δ) allows us to make claims about the monotonicity of the learned tube:
D. Epistemic Uncertainty
Finally, in order to account for uncertainty in regions where no data is available for estimating quantile bounds, we incorporate methods for estimating epistemic uncertainty. Such methods can include Bayesian neural networks, Gaussian Processes, or other heuristic methods in deep learning [12, 7, 36] . In this work we adapt a method which adds an additional output layer to our quantile regression network which is linear with respect to orthonormal weights [45] . Let g(z,v,t) be a neural network with either fixed weights which are either randomly chosen or pre-trained, with l dimensional output. We branch off a second output with a linear layer:
Then, the parameters C are trained by minimizing the following loss:
where λ > 0 weights the orthonormal regularization. Minimizing this loss produces a network which has a value close to 0 when the input data is in-distribution, and increases with known rate as the input data moves farther from the training distribution ( Figure 5 , and see [45] for detailed analysis). We scale the predicted quantile bound by the epistemic uncertainty, then add a maximum bound to prevent unbounded growth as ω grows:
where β > 0 is a constant parameter which scales the effect of the epistemic uncertainty, and W is a vector which provides an upper bound on the total uncertainty. Finding an optimal β analytically may require some assumptions such as a known Lipschitz constant of the underlying function, non-heteroskedastic noise, etc., which we leave for future investigation. We set β and W by hand and find this approach to be effective in practice. Note that we also exclude ω from the input of g(z,v,t), in order to prevent unbounded growth of the epistemic uncertainty as it is propagated in forward in time. We expect that as the field matures, methods for providing guarantees on well-calibrated epistemic uncertainty in deep learning will continue to improve.
In the meantime, we make the assumption that we have wellcalibrated epistemic uncertainty, an assumption similar to those made with other learning-based controls methods, such as choosing noise covariances, disturbance magnitudes, or kernel types and widths in the case of Gaussian Processes. The main benefit of leveraging epistemic uncertainty modeling is that it allows us to maintain guarantees of safety and recursive feasibility when we have a limited amount of data to learn from. This allows us to create algorithms which update their models online as more data is collected. However, our results extend to the case when no epistemic estimate is available, by simply assuming there is sufficient data to learn a good model offline. 
III. THREE WAYS TO LEARN TUBES FOR TUBE MPC
A. Learning Tube Dynamics for a Given Controller
To leverage our tube learning framework, we first consider the case where we are given a fixed ancillary controller π(x,z) : X×Z → U (or potentially π(x,z,v) with a feed-forward term v), along with nominal dynamics f z which are used for planning and tracking in the classic tube MPC manner [31] . For now our goal is to learn f ω alone.
We sum the three losses discussed in the previous section:
to learn f θ ω , and find θ * and C * via stochastic gradient descent. Next, we perform planning on the coupled z and tube dynamics in the following nonlinear MPC problem. Let T ∈ N denote the planning horizon. We use the subscript notation v k|t to denote the variable v k for k = 0,···,T within the MPC problem at time t. Let v ·|t denote the set of variables {v k|t } T k=0 . Then, at time t, the MPC problem is:
Let v * ·|t ,z * ·|t denote the minimizer of the problem at time t. Note that we include ω ·|t in the cost, which allows us to encourage larger or smaller tube widths. The tube width ω 0|t is updated based on a measurement x t from the system, or can also be updated with information from a state estimator. In the absence of measurements we can also carry over the past optimized tube width, i.e. ω 0|t = ω * 1|t−1 , as long as
and the tracking target for the underlying policy is z t+1 = z * 1|t . Under these assumptions we have the following theorem establishing recursive feasibility and safety:
Theorem III.1. Suppose that the MPC problem (13) is feasible at t = 0. Then the problem is feasible for all t > 0 ∈ N and at each timestep the constraints are satisfied with probability α.
Proof. The proof is similar to that in [24] for general set-based robust adaptive MPC. Let z 0|t+1 = z * 1|t and choose any ω 0|t+1 such that
Then v ·|t+1 is a feasible solution for the MPC problem at t = 1, due to the terminal constraints (13e,13f) as well as the monotonicity of f ω with respect to ω (Theorem II.2).
is nonlinear we find solutions to the MPC problem via iterative linear approximations, yielding an SQP MPC approach [9, 6] . Other optimization techniques are possible, including GPU-accelerated sampling-based ones [49] . We outline the entire procedure in Algorithm 1. 
Initial states x 0 , z 0 , Initial feasible controls v ·|0 . 3 for t = 0,··· do 4 if updateModel then 5 Train f θ ω on dataset D by minimizing tube dynamics loss (12) . 6 if x t measured then 7 Initialize tube width ω 0|t = d(x t ,z t ) 8 Solve MPC problem (13) with warm-start v ·|t , obtain v t , z t+1 9
Apply control policy to system u t = π(x t ,z t+1 ) 10 Step forward for next iteration:
We introduce two sets of dynamics for f and f z to demonstrate our method. Consider the following 2D tripleintegrator system with 6 states, where p x and p y denote x and y position respectively, along with 4 state 2D double-integrator dynamics for z x and z y :
where w ∼ N (0, I 2×2 ), and with similar dynamics for p y and z y . We construct the following cascaded PD control law:
which will allow x to track z. After collecting data with random z trajectories we can predict a time-varying tube. This tube can then be used to perform a robust MPC on the latent dynamics f z (see Figure 6 ). 
B. Learning Tracking Error Dynamics and Tube Dynamics
We have shown how to learn tubes which are constrained to have their centers be the nominal dynamics z t . Next we show how to learn error dynamics e t+1 = f e (e t ,z t ,v t ) along with a tube centered along these dynamics instead, where e t = P Z (x)−z is the error between x and z, with x projected onto Z. These error dynamics function as the mean of the distribution of dynamics x t+1 = f (x t , u t ) when the tracking policy is used u t = π(x t ,z t+1 ,v t ). This allows the tube to take on a more accurately parameterized shape (Figure 7) . Setting up the learning problem in this way offers several distinct advantages. First, rather than relying on an accurate nominal model f z and learning the bounds between this model and the true dynamics, we directly characterize the difference between the two models with f e . This means that f z can be chosen more arbitrarily and does not need to be a high-fidelity dynamics model. Second, using the nominal dynamics z t as an input to f e and learning the error "anchors" our prediction of the behavior of x t to z t . This allows us to predict the expected distribution of x t with much higher accuracy for long time horizons, in contrast to the approach of learning a model f directly and propagating it forward in time, where the error between the learned model and the true dynamics tends to increase with time. 
f(x,u) Fig. 7 . Learning error dynamics fe along with tube dynamics fω. Black line is the nominal trajectory fz, blue line is data collected from the system. Cyan indicates errors, whose dynamics are learned. Grey tube is fω which captures the error between the true dynamics and zt +et.
As before, we assume we have a known π and nominal dynamics f z . Let Ω e ω (z,e) ⊂ X be a set in X associated with the tube width ω,z, and e: 
where the ≤ is element-wise. We have the following description of the dynamics:
, we minimize the following loss over data samples δ = {x t , x t+1 , z t , z t+1 , v t } in order to learn f e (e t , z t , v t ), which we parameterize with ξ:
Next, we learn f ω by minimizing the quantile loss (12) . However, while in the previous section ω t = d(x t ,z t ), here we approximate the tube width with ω t = d(x t ,z t +e t ). We obtain e t by propagating the learned dynamics f ξ e forward in time, given z t ,v t . Now with learned error dynamics and tube dynamics both, we solve a similar tube-based robust MPC problem (21):
s.t.∀k = 0,···,T :
Notice that the cost and constraints are now a function of z t + e t and do not depend on z t only. This means that we are free to find paths z t for the tracking controller π to track, which may violate constraints. We maintain the same guarantees of feasibility and constraint satisfaction as in Theorem III.1. Since the proof is similar we omit it for brevity.
Theorem III.2. Suppose that the MPC problem (21) is feasible at t = 0. Then the problem is feasible for all t > 0 ∈ N and at each timestep the constraints are satisfied with probability α.
We outline the entire procedure in Algorithm 2 and demonstrate it on a toy problem (Figure 8 ). 
Initial states x 0 , z 0 , e 0 , Initial feasible controls v ·|0 . 3 for t = 0,··· do 4 if updateModels then 5 Train f ξ e on dataset D by minimizing error dynamics loss (20) . 6 Forward propagate learned model f ξ x on dataset D to obtain {e ti } N t=1 . Append to D. 7 Train f θ ω on dataset D by minimizing tube dynamics loss (12) , but replace ω ti = d(x ti ,x ti +e ti ). 8 if x t measured then 9 Initialize tube width ω 0|t = d(x t ,z t +e t ) 10 Solve MPC problem (21) with warm-start v ·|t , obtain v t , z t+1
11
Apply control policy to system u t = π(x t ,z t+1 ,v t ) 12 Step forward for next iteration:
Append data to dataset D ← D∪{x t ,u t ,x t+1 ,z t ,v t ,z t+1 ,t} Notice that zt is free to violate the constraints, while the actual cyan trajectories xt do not, allowing for more aggressive behavior.
C. Learning System Dynamics and Tube Dynamics
In our third approach to learning tubes, we wish to learn the dynamics directly, and do not assume the existence of a prior nominal model f z . We restrict Z = X and V = U, and use z to represent an approximation of the true dynamics of x. Our goal is to learn the dynamics f z to approximate f , along with the tube dynamics f ω which will determine a time-varying upper bound on the model error. Typically the open-loop model error will increase in time in an unbounded manner. This may make it difficult to find a feasible solution to the tube MPC problem due to the terminal constraint. We can take two approaches to ensure feasibility: one is to assume the existence of a stabilizing controller and terminal set, and use a terminal condition which ensures the trajectory ends in this set [21, 25] , and the second is to learn a simple feedback control law π to get bounded tube widths, then learn tube dynamics with respect to this feedback law. Either way, we can then use these learned models to perform robust MPC. Here we take the latter approach, but emphasize the former is also easily done.
Using a standard L2 loss function, we first learn an approximation of f , call it f φ z with parameters φ:
Next, we learn a policy π ψ with parameters ψ by inverting the dynamics:
By learning a policy in this manner we decouple the potentially inaccurate model f φ z (x t , u t ) from the true dynamics, in a learning inverse dynamics fashion [33] . To see this, suppose we have some z t and v t , and z t+1 = f φ z (z t ,v t ). If x t = z t and we apply v t to the real system, x t+1 = f (x t ,v t ), then the error x t+1 −z t+1 will grow, i.e. x t −z t ≤ x t+1 −z t+1 . However, if instead we use the policy π ψ , then f (x t ,π ψ (x t ,z t+1 )) should be closer to z t+1 , and the error is more likely to shrink. Other approaches are available for learning π, including reinforcement learning [44] , imitation learning [39] , etc.
Finally, we learn f ω in the same manner as before by minimizing the quantile loss in (12) . We generate data for learning the tube dynamics by fitting trajectories of the learned model f φ z to closely approximate the real data x t (Figure 9 ). We randomly initialize z 0|t along the trajectory x t by letting z 0|t = N (x t ,σI). We solve the following problem for each t:
From the fitted dynamics model data, we collect tube training data D z = t {x t+k , x t+k+1 , z k|t , v k|t , z k+1|t } T k=0 . This approach assumes that the learned policy π ψ will bring x t closer to z t+1 as quickly as f φ z converges to the true dynamics. This assumption may be violated if π is not learned accurately. If this assumption does not hold, we can instead collect data from the actual system using π ψ and refine our tube estimates using actual data.
Finally, with learned dynamics and tube dynamics both, we solve the same tube-based robust MPC problem (13) , with f z replaced with f φ z . This allows us to maintain the same guarantee of feasibility and safety with probability α as before. We outline the entire procedure in Algorithm 3 and demonstrate it on a toy problem ( Figure 9 ). (13) for initial feasible control sequence v ·|0 . 4 for t = 0,··· do 5 if updateModel then 6 Train f φ z on dataset D by minimizing dynamics loss (22) . 7 Train π ψ on dataset D by minimizing policy loss (23) . 8 Create D z = t {x t+k ,x t+k+1 ,z k|t ,v k|t ,z k+1|t } T k=0 by solving (24) . 9 Train f θ ω on dataset D z by minimizing tube dynamics loss (12) . 10 if x t measured then 11 Initialize tube width ω 0|t = d(x t ,z t ) 12 Solve MPC problem (13) with warm-start v ·|t , obtain v t , z t+1
13
Apply control policy to system u t = π ψ (x t ,z t+1 ) 14 Step forward for next iteration:
Append data to dataset D ← D∪{x t ,u t ,x t+1 }
IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
A. Evaluating Tube Learning
In order to validate our tube learning method, we perform an ablative study to evaluate its performance on the triple integrator system described in Section III. We learn tube dynamics f ω which describe the error between x t and z t under the policy π, as discussed per Algorithm 1. We collect data (400 episodes of 40 timesteps each, with randomized initial conditions and random nominal controls v t ) and train f ω under varying values of α. We then evaluate the accuracy of f ω by sampling 100 new episodes of 10 timesteps each, and plot the frequency that f ω overestimates the true error, along with the degree to which it overestimates it ( Figure  10 ). We compare networks learned with the epistemic loss and without it, and find that our method produces well-calibrated uncertainties when using the epistemic loss, along with the quantile and monotonic losses (12) . We also evaluated ablation of the monotonic loss but found no noticeable differences.
Next, we evaluate our method's ability to estimate epistemic uncertainty with varying amounts of data. We learn tube dynamics f ω in the same manner as above except we varied the number of episodes used to train the network (from 10 to 400), with a fixed value of α = 0.95. We evaluated the overestimation frequency and degree of overestimation, and found that epistemic uncertainty is useful particularly in the low-data regimes ( Figure 10 ). As expected, the network maintains good quantile estimates by increasing the value of f ω , which results in larger degrees of overestimation of the true error. This in turn results in larger tubes, which will create more conservative behavior when the model encounters unseen situations. However, because our MPC algorithms contain an online learning component, these new data can be incorporated to update the model uncertainty and reduce the tube widths. 
B. Evaluation on Quadrotor Dynamics
In order to validate our algorithms we choose a dynamics model which has a large number of states, is non-linear, has a stabilizing tracking controller, and has a nominal system of lower dimension which approximates its dynamics. For the full dynamics model f We use a 12 state and 4 input quadrotor model, with dynamics:
is the hat operator. The states are the position x ∈ R 3 , the translational velocity v ∈ R 3 , the rotation matrix from body to inertial frame R ∈ SO(3), and the angular velocity in the body frame Ω ∈ R 3 . m ∈ R is the mass of the quadrotor, g ∈ R denotes gravitational force, and J ∈ R 3×3 is the inertia matrix in body frame. The inputs to the model are the total thrust T ∈ R and the total moment in the body frame M ∈ R 3 . Noise enters through the control channels, with w ∼ N (0, I 3×3 ). Our state is x t = {x,v,R,Ω} ∈ R 1 8 and control input is u t = {T,M } ∈ R 4 . We use a nonlinear geometric tracking controller which consists of a PD controller on position and velocity, which then cascades to an attitude controller [28] . For the nominal model f z we use a double integrator system on each position axis. The nominal state is z t = {x,v} ∈ R 6 with acceleration control inputs v t = {a x ,a y ,a z } ∈ R 3 .
For this quadrotor and tracking controller system the tracking error can be quite large; therefore we prefer Algorithm 2 to 1, although Algorithm 1 has fewer constraints and may be faster. Algorithm 3 is more suited to learning dynamics and disturbances in the absence of a good tracking controller and good nominal model. For the quadrotor system this could involve learning the full 18-dimensional dynamics which may be difficult. (A potential workaround would be to learn a reduced order model and capture model discrepancies with a tube). Nevertheless, we choose Algorithm 2 and show it is able to scale up to this system (Figures 11, 12 ). Thinner lines (black and blue) indicate planned future trajectories z ·|t and e ·|t , respectively. Bottom: Overall path taken at each timestep, green tube indicates ω 0|t for each t. Cyan lines indicate 100 sampled trajectories tracking zt with different initial conditions. Notice that zt is free to violate the constraints, while the actual cyan trajectories xt do not.
We collect data from 100 episodes of 200 timesteps each with random nominal control inputs v t . This produces randomly shaped trajectories for the system to track. After collecting this data we learn both f e and f ω . We use three layer neural networks with 256 hidden units per layer and tanh activation functions. We then use the learned models to solve the tube MPC problem. We generate cylindrical obstacles in the x,y plane and specify a start location and a goal. Note that when calculating constraints for the tube, for convenience, we treat the tube width ω t as axes for an ellipse rather than a box. This alleviates the need for solving a mixed integer quadratic program, at the cost of a slightly larger tube, and is optional. We use a quadratic running cost which penalizes deviation from the goal and excessively large velocities. We run our SQP solver for 10 iterations to find an initial solution, then run two iterations per timestep, with a horizon of 50 timesteps. Calculating the gradients of the neural network models for the linearization step takes on the order of 200ms, while solving the SQP problem takes around 100ms. We expect these times to be easily reduced with more a more optimal implementation geared towards real-time capabilities. Other real-time MPC methods may be utilized as well, including GPU-accelerated methods such as MPPI [49] . We intend to make our code publicly available pending peer review.
V. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a deep quantile regression framework for control which enforces probabilistic quantile bounds and quantifies epistemic uncertainty. For the first time we combine deep quantile regression in a robust MPC scheme with recursive feasibility and constraint satisfaction for a desired margin of probability. We show that these schemes are useful for high dimensional learning-based control, and demonstrate them on a 2D triple-integrator system as well as quadrotor dynamics. We hope this work paves the way for more detailed investigation into a variety of topics, including deep quantile regression, learning invariant sets for control, handling epistemic uncertainty, and learning-based control for non-holonomic or non-feedback linearizable systems. Our immediate future work will involve hardware implementation and evaluation of these algorithms on a variety of systems.
